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ive used media pro se for 2 years, and it still gets better with every update. it has some pretty powerful options for working with multiple
catalogues, and it will work happily with raw files from any of my cameras. i use it to build custom groups of images from multiple

catalogues. it can also convert from dng to jpg and from jpg to dng. overall, i believe media pro se is a good product with a lot of potential,
but it doesnt quite get to the next level. the lack of native raw support is a real problem for photographers who have large photo collections

and need to manipulate the images, and who want to use media pro se to process the images. one of my favorite features of the digital
photo professional software is the ability to quickly import, organize, and organize a catalog of image files that can be previewed or

processed. the following are a few suggestions that i use when preparing for a shoot. this tool comes in very handy when you want to get to
an uncorrected image quickly, make a few changes, or simply get a "feel" for what a shot will look like before you start to do the work on it.
again, this software is available for free from phase one or by subscription from phase one. a very cool feature is in the phase one media pro
software is the ability to capture images from the camera into a catalog. not only is it easy to do and very fast, it allows you to see what the
image will look like before you press the shutter button. capture one pro is a great editor and i use it all the time. it is also a very versatile

image viewer and i find it very useful to have an additional viewer that is able to see what the raw file looks like before i edit it. the following
is a list of the tools i use in capture one pro and how they can be used in combination with media pro. you can view and open a raw image in

capture one pro as follows:
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next, although media pro se source files are called catalogs,
you cant actually use media pro se with capture one pro 9

catalogs simultaneously. you can only drag and drop media
from media pro se into a capture one pro 9 session. this is a
huge bummer as you cant convert sessions into catalogs or
vice versa. this omission just further confirms to me that the

second edition of media pro se is in reality only a minor update
to its now 8 year old first edition. next, although media pro se
source files are called catalogs, you cant actually use media

pro se with capture one pro 9 catalogs simultaneously. you can
only drag and drop media from media pro se into a capture

one pro 9 session. this is a huge bummer as you cant convert
sessions into catalogs or vice versa. youll need to use the
media pro se software to do this. phase one has a pretty

powerful program which you can use to batch rename files to
match their labels. but it wont allow you to use the categories
to create a searchable list of files. the program is pretty damn
good though, and makes a very pleasant first impression when
you run it. youre missing the best feature of phase one media
pro se, though, and thats the batch renaming. you can do this
in media pro se. you can select a batch of files and change the
name of the file to match the name of a phase one label. the
program will then do the same thing for each image in the

batch. the process is pretty fast, and the results are good. ive
used media pro se to rename 500 images, and it took less than
5 minutes. you can also use media pro se to search for files by

keyword. you can select a set of files, and then set up a
keyword. you can then do a search and it will show you the

results. ive found this quite useful for finding specific files that
i want to look at or print. but you still cant use the categories
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